We are seeking volunteers to take part in a University of Washington research study. You will be asked to participate in a 1-2 hour focus group and discuss activities you do while using your orthosis. After the discussion, you will be compensated $50 for your participation. If the list below describes you, then this study may be right for you:

- You are age 18 or older
- You are able to read, write, and understand English
- You were prescribed a lower limb orthosis that extends above the ankle
- You have used your orthosis for 6 months or more
- You currently use your orthosis most days

If you would like to join the study or receive additional information please contact the UW Center on Outcomes Research in Rehabilitation (UWCORR):

phone 1-800-504-0564
e-mail uwcorr@uw.edu

Principal investigator: Geoff Balkman, CPO